Descriptive Summary

Title: South Pacific Commission Archive,

Date (inclusive): 1969-1994

Collection number: MS 114

Creator: South Pacific Commission

Extent: 12 linear ft.
12 cartons

Repository: University of California, Santa Cruz. University Library. Special Collections and Archives
Santa Cruz, California 95064

Abstract: This collection contains records and publications of the South Pacific Commission.

Physical location: Stored in Special Collections & Archives: Advance notice is required for access to the papers.

Language: English.

Access
Collection is unprocessed and unavailable for research.

Publication Rights
Property rights reside with the University of California. Literary rights are retained by the creators of the records and their heirs. For permission to publish or to reproduce the material, please contact the Head of Special Collections and Archives.

Preferred Citation
South Pacific Commission Archive, MS 114, Special Collections and Archives, University Library, University of California, Santa Cruz.

Acquisition Information
Transferred in 1990.

Scope and content of Collection
This collection contains records and publications for the South Pacific Commission from 1969-1994.

Indexing Terms
The following terms have been used to index the description of this collection in the library's online public access catalog.

South Pacific Commission